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Abstract: Currently, construction projects are getting more complex, applying more information and
communication technologies (ICT), while few studies use real-time data to dynamically optimize
construction. The purpose of this article is to study the current development status of the optimization
applied dynamically in the construction phase and their potential for applying real data collected by
ICT. This article reviews 72 relevant optimization methods and identified some of the ICT research
studies that can provide them with dynamic data. The dynamic triggering mode of each research
is first analyzed, then its dynamic way, dynamic data, data resource, optimization object, and
method are identified and formulated. The results reveal the great value of dynamic optimization
in dealing with the complicated and uncertain contextual conditions in construction. Different
dynamic triggering modes have different affinities with real data. Then, through the analysis of ICT
articles, the huge potential of these dynamic optimization methods in applying real data is shown.
This paper points out the most practical dynamic mode for engineers or managers to continuously
apply optimization methods to solve dynamic problems in construction, and put forward scientific
questions for related researchers: How does one combine ICT with the event dynamics or uncertain
parameters? Based on this, the research gap of this area is identified a conceptual solution is proposed.

Keywords: optimization; construction; information and communication technology (ICT), schedul-
ing; construction planning; building information modelling (BIM)

1. Introduction

The construction industry occupies a large proportion of the national economy and
has gathered many human, material, and financial resources. The challenges are faced
by construction engineering and management as increasing construction scales and ever-
changing construction environments have increased the complexity and process dynamics
of construction activities and projects [1]. The optimization in the construction or related
operation is vital to minimize project cost and duration [2], as it helps to reduce the total
cost while increasing CO2 emission negligibly [3].

However, it is almost impossible to carry out the project as is optimized; even good
initial calculations could generate an error of 14% when implementing [4]. The construction
project’s success and achieving those objectives are affected by risk. It is very important
to consider various risk factors before implementing, which makes construction projects
more sustainable [5]. However, little work has been carried out on optimizing a complex
project where the number of available human operators, construction sites, or material is
dynamic [6].

Moreover, with the necessary hardware, sensing equipment and wireless networks are
maturing and becoming cheaper, and Internet of Things and computer vision technologies
can be widely used in construction [7]. The collected data can also be used to train the
artificial intelligence model for delay problem prediction [8].
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The construction sites can become more intelligent and integrated [9]. The location
and status of a truck mixer are collected and transmitted via wireless communications
networks in [10], the real-time running states of equipment are identified in [11], the
real-time locations of workers are tracked in [12]. The application of information commu-
nication technologies (ICT) in construction is moving towards the critical goals of smart
construction [13]. Their combination with BIM can improve the performance of construc-
tion greatly [14]. However, those applications were mostly about prediction and control,
lacking the optimization of the construction process.

The purpose of this article is to study the current development status of the opti-
mization applied dynamically in the construction and their potential of applying real data
collected by ICT. This paper defines the concept of optimization applied dynamically in the
construction for the first time. This novel perspective encompasses multiple optimization
topics such as scheduling, site layout planning, and resource leveling, and classifies them
into four dynamic trigger modes. Events dynamics: optimize dynamically to respond
to events; periodic mode: optimize with the periodic updating of construction states;
relationship dynamics: optimize the problem with uncertain relationships or logics; and
uncertain parameter: optimize the problem contains uncertain parameters. It highlights
the dynamics of optimization methods in construction and the dynamic data they require,
providing strong support for analyzing whether they can be combined with ICT technology.
Then, the comparison of different dynamic modes is conducted, which helps engineers
or managers understand that the periodic mode is the most practical dynamic mode to
continuously apply optimization methods to solve dynamic problems in construction, and
put forward scientific questions for related researchers: How does one combine ICT with
the event dynamics or uncertain parameters?

The remainder of the paper will first implement a review approach presented by [15],
then the reviewed articles are classified into four categories according to their dynamic
modes, and in each category, articles are thoroughly reviewed in their dynamic way,
dynamic data, data resource, optimization object, and method, and their potential of
applying ICT on dynamic data obtainment. Then, the research gap of this area is identified
and a conceptual solution is proposed based on it. Lastly, the conclusion is drawn.

2. Review Method

To conduct a rigorous review, the approach presented in the research of [15] is im-
plemented. Five main stages that are completed iteratively provide a means to execute a
rigorous review of the literature (Figure 1).

Define: The specific topic of the review is identified: that the optimization applied
dynamically during construction. According to this, the keywords and searching code of
the target articles are determined.

Search: At the initial searching process, 151 articles are identified.
Select: The irrelevant and duplicates papers were eliminated by reading through

articles’ abstracts, highlights and key scope. This screening process reduced the article
number to 72.

Analyze: Next, the paper’s analysis of the 72 articles is based on the following
questions:

(1) How the optimization method realizes dynamics;
(2) What data drive its dynamics;
(3) Whether these data can be collected by ICT.
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Figure 1. Review strategy followed the five stages in Wolfswinkel et al., 2013.

To the first question, this paper summarizes four dynamic patterns for construction
optimization: events dynamics, periodic mode, relationship dynamics, and uncertain
parameters. Moreover, to investigate the dynamic contribution of optimization methods
and their potential in applying ICT, each study will be comprehensively reviewed to check
the dynamic way, dynamic data, data resource, optimization object, and method (whether
the ICT is applied). Finally, the potential of dynamic data obtained by ICT is analyzed to
solve the third question.

Present: The articles are classified and the number of each category is shown in
Figure 2. In each category, the findings of the reviews are presented and summarized in
tables (Tables 1–4).

Figure 2. The overall brief of the reviewed articles.

3. Event Mode

The events mode is used to optimize dynamically to respond to events, and there are
three dynamic ways in this dynamic mode.
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3.1. Rescheduling

Various events and uncertainties in construction always make the early prediction
deviate from the reality in the construction process. To cope with unexpected events,
researchers have proposed the rescheduling defined as a regular deterministic scheduling
method [16] that repeatedly invokes the optimization method to optimize the remaining
schedule according to the system status after events.

In off-site construction, event-driven rescheduling combines with the GA (Genetic
Algorithm) optimization, PSO (particle swarm optimization), EO (evolutionary optimiza-
tion) could minimize the finish time of the component, maximize the machine load with
events happening [17–19]. It also can split the optimization process and evaluation process
to build a two-level rescheduling model to consider the different production lines selec-
tion in prefabricates production [20]. In construction schedule optimization, event-driven
rescheduling policy combines with mathematic optimization, constraint programming (CP)
can dynamically minimize the project cost and [21,22]. Similar to the rescheduling policy,
Liu et al. proposed a dynamic emergency handling mechanism to handle dynamic events,
such as inserting new parts, in construction schedule optimization [23]. By considering
both on-site and off-site risks, Chen et al. proposed a dynamic scheduling model based on
simulated annealing (SA), which attempts to address delay risks using the collaboration of
on-site and off-site project activities [24].

3.2. Adapt Algorithm

On the other side, studies directly adapt the optimization method to deal with unex-
pected events in the construction process. In these, the events directly affect the constraints
and encoding states of the algorithm that the optimization can respond to specific events in
real-time and make the optimal solution according to the current situation [6]. In specific,
the crossover and mutation can be used to express events such as the change of assembly
order and the number of workers. Similarly, Wen et al. improved the variable neighbor-
hood search algorithm (VNSA) by the insertion of random jobs and machine failure [25].
Wang et al. improved GA in crossover and mutation operations to achieve the dynamic
adjustment of the assembly sequence [26].

3.3. Event Accepted by Agents

Researchers have also integrated the optimization method with discrete event sim-
ulation (DES) or multiagent system to deal with events. Du et al. develop a dynamic
decision support framework based on GA and a multiagent system to simulate and opti-
mize production scheduling [27]. In these, the agents can accept the randomly triggered
events, such as machine failure, and then affect the system status, that is, the reduction of
machine amount (which is the constraint of GA) (Figure 3). Similarly, Cheng and Tran used
DES to considered uncertainties and unexpected events such as truck breakdowns, and a
chaotic initialized opposition multi-objective differential evolution algorithm (EA) is used
to optimize the truck dispatching schedule [28].

Figure 3. The part of the agent system to deal with events. Reprinted with permission from [27].
Copyright 2021 John Wiley & Sons.
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3.4. Conclusion and the Potential to Combine ICT Technology and Apply Real Data

The dynamic way, dynamic data, data resource, optimization object, and method of
reviewed articles in “event mode” are summarized in Table 1. It can be seen that there
are six optimization algorithms applied. Most of the optimization algorithms are heuristic
or metaheuristic algorithms, like GA, PSO, and ACO (Ant Colony Optimization). Such
algorithms generally follow four steps in solving the problem:

(1) The algorithm begins with several potential solutions that encoded according to the
current optimization object;

(2) Then they are substituted into the “fitness function” to calculate which of them is
relatively optimal;

(3) The optimal ones are more likely to be taken as the blueprints to generate the new so-
lutions, different optimization algorithm has a different way to generate new solutions
like that GA generates new individuals by mimicking the mutation and crossover
of genes;

(4) Repeat step 2, iterate until the extremum or achievement of optimization goal.

Any solution must satisfy the given constraints. Other optimization algorithms, such
as linear programming (LP) and constraint programming (CP), have similar parts.

Table 1. The dynamic data, data resource, optimization topic, and algorithm of event mode.

Article Dynamic Data Dynamic Data Resource Optimization Topic Algorithm

Rescheduling

[17] orders change, machine failures randomly trigger production scheduling GA
[18] orders change, machine failures randomly trigger production scheduling PSO
[19] machine failures, newly jobs randomly trigger production scheduling EO
[20] demand change of PCs pre-scheduled production scheduling GA
[21] material delays pre-scheduled construction scheduling CP
[22] productivity modification pre-scheduled construction scheduling CP
[23] job insertion pre-scheduled construction scheduling ACO
[24] machine failures, production delay pre-scheduled construction scheduling SA

Adapt algorithm

[6] order and workers change randomly trigger construction scheduling GA
[25] machine failure and job insertion randomly triggered construction scheduling VNSA
[26] assembly sequence change randomly trigger construction scheduling GA

Event accepted by agents

[27] machine failures, resource change randomly trigger production scheduling GA
[28] truck breakdowns randomly trigger equipment scheduling EA

The introduction of events affects algorithms in many aspects. The order change affects
its initial encoding status, the machine failure affects its constraints, and the productivity
modification affects its result of the fitness function. “Rescheduling”, “Adapt algorithm”
and “Event accepted by agents” are three dynamic ways that are differentiated in “event
mode” according to the way they handle events. The rescheduling way repeatedly invokes
the optimization method after events, it is the most applied way in event mode while
each rescheduling process costs much calculation and time. The “adapt algorithm” way
directly affects the constraints and encoding states of the algorithm that the randomly
happened events can be responded to in real-time, while it is difficult to react to a certain
event that is not defined in the algorithm. The “agent-based” way can accept the randomly
triggered events and then affect the system status. In fact, the agent can be taken as the
event acceptance interference to responded to the real happened events.

Whether the events can be successfully monitored during the construction process is
vital to whether the optimization method can be continuously and dynamically applied in
engineering practice. The reviewed articles in “event mode” rarely use real-time events to
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verify their algorithms. In this example, events are triggered randomly [17,18] or according
to a prepared event schedule [20], and affect the algorithm directly, without considering
the detection and identification of events. Additionally, the effect of event duration is
not considered in the current dynamic optimization methods. When an occupation event
occurs, such as mechanical failure, it changes the system’s status and can be reflected
in algorithm constraints. However, the end of such an event also changes the system’s
status back.

The unexpected events, such as material delays and equipment failures, need to be
correctly identified and reported in time. With the help of ICT, events in construction can
be monitored and captured in many ways. Like this, the real-time mechanical operating
state can be identified by learning its operating images [11] or using active sensors such as
accelerometers and gyroscopes of machines to monitor its operation status [29]. The sound
recognition could also help identify the current construction events that provide dynamic
data of process change [30]. The dynamic data of material delays can be obtained from
RFID (radio frequency identification) and the Global Position System [31]. The dynamic
data of equipment or workers change in [6,22] can be obtained from video images [32,33].

4. Periodic Mode

The periodic mode is used to optimize with the periodic updating of construction
states, and there are three periodic ways in this dynamic mode.

4.1. Dynamic Construction Site Layout Planning Problem

At the different stages of construction, site facilities and site space are termed as
dynamic. Optimizing site layouts in multiple stags is defined as dynamic construction
site layout planning (DCSLP). Most of the optimization algorithms are heuristic, and
Farmakis and Chassiakos applied GA on the multi-objective optimization of DCSLP [34].
Hawarneh et al. consider dynamic facilities planning in multiple construction stages [35].
In [36], the security planning is also considered. Research also adopted a simulated
annealing algorithm in DCSLP [37], and BIM could be used to automate the information
importation at construction phase intervals [38]. The continuous dynamic searching scheme
can be used to guide heuristic algorithms, such as the max–min ant system (MMAS) and
Pareto-based ant colony to solve DCSLP [39,40]. In [41], the genetic algorithms (GA) are
integrated with a robust search objective to optimize the facility relocation. Moreover,
through a continuous dynamic searching scheme and levy flights algorithm (LFA), the
plans of multiple construction phases can be optimized as a single plan [42]. Similarly,
Andayesh and Sadeghpour applied the minimum energy principles (MEP) to optimize the
dynamic site layout plan that allows the simultaneous optimization of facilities in different
stages [43].

The mathematical optimization algorithm, dynamic programming (DP), could help
to estimate the future effects of layout decisions in the early stages [44]. To compare the
difference between the heuristic algorithm and mathematical algorithm in solving DCSLP,
Said and El-Rayes present and compare GA and Approximate Dynamic Programming
(ADP) [45]. It was found that ADP outperformed GA in terms of effectiveness and efficiency,
but GA still proves to be a viable optimization tool because of its simplicity and multi-
objective optimization capabilities. As for the material transportation or supply planning in
differents, Lan and Xia combine the material planning with construction process simulation
to dynamically optimize material transportation at different stages [46]. Zhang and Yu
address the dynamic interaction and coordination among the multiple stages to solve the
dynamic transportation planning problem [47]. Fattahi et al. considered the uncertain
demand distribution and stochastic facilities’ availability [48].

Little research in DCSLP has applied ICT technology. Jiang et al. collected real-time
3D spatial information using an unmanned aerial vehicle for 3D reconstruction of facilities
in DCSLP, which greatly improved planning efficiency and reliability [49].
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4.2. Dynamic Material and Temporary Facility Layout Problem

At one certain construction stage, due to the dynamic entertainments, location and
operation of site objects, there are still a lot of dynamic factors in sites [43]. Thus, it needs
to dynamically optimize the layouts or locations of materials or equipment during the
construction stage.

The material placement can be optimized dynamically by using heuristic algorithms
like [50]. With the help of the simulation of arrival and consumption of materials, the
optimization of material layouts can be more efficient and prospective [51]. The GNSS
(global navigation satellite system) and the RFID technology can help to trace the position
of materials. In their study, Liu, et al. [31], by using GNSS and RFID, predicted the supply
of materials within two days, and the storage state was updated every two hours—a short
period according to the construction schedule and arrival sequence. Li et al. adopted an
imaging technology with a low-rank matrix to identify on-site unoccupied locations auto-
matically in real-time (Figure 4) to determine the real-time space availability, which would
update the hard constraints of GA and then reoptimize the site layouts [52]. Moreover,
Chen and Adey considered the factors of material consumption, and applied imaging
technology to recognize the current construction status [53]. In this, the BIM played a key
role in integrating the relevant information. Liu et al. also adopted BIM to calculate the
quantity demanded in the near future for dynamic material layout optimization [31].

Figure 4. The occupation states identification at the area of interest (AOI). Reprinted with permission
from [52]. Copyright 2021 Elsevier.

4.3. Other Periodic Updates for Dynamics

Apart from the optimization of site layouts, optimization applied periodically can also
be used to solve dynamic equipment allocation [54], task scheduling [55] and reschedul-
ing [56]. The constraint can also be dynamic in schedule optimization [57]. Abuwarda and
Hegazy proposed a flexible constraint programming framework to deal with the evolv-
ing project constraints in schedule optimization [58]. Zhang et al. realized the real-time
dynamic scheduling optimization under the dynamic change of construction resources [59].

Correia and Parente applied information and communication technologies for equip-
ment productivity monitors, and realize dynamic optimization of equipment allocation
through periodic updating of productivity [60]. In [10], the current location and status of a
truck mixer are collected and transmitted via wireless communications networks, enabling
periodically simulation-based optimization (SBO) of the production schedule and truck
fleet configuration.
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4.4. Conclusion and the Potential to Combine ICT

The summary of the periodic mode is shown in Table 2. It shows that there are six
kinds of optimization algorithms are applied, and the heuristic algorithm, like GA, is the
most applied. The periodic mode has an impact on various aspects of the optimization
algorithm, like the encoding status change with system status updates, the constraints
change with available space and resource update, and the result of the fitness function
changes as well.

Table 2. The dynamic data, data resource, optimization topic, and algorithm of periodic mode.

Dynamic Data Dynamic Data Resource Optimization Topic Algorithm

Dynamic Construction Site Layout Planning Problem

[39] site status project documents DCSLP MMAS
[40] site status project documents DCSLP ACO
[34] site status project documents DCSLP GA
[35] facilities’ demand project documents facilities planning LP
[36] site status project documents DCSLP PSO
[41] dynamic site status project documents facility relocation GA
[37] dynamic site status project documents tower crane planning SA
[38] dynamic facilities’ demand BIM model DCSLP GA
[44] dynamic site status project documents DCSLP DP
[45] dynamic site status project documents DCSLP GA/ADP
[42] dynamic site status project documents DCSLP LFA
[43] dynamic site status project documents DCSLP MEP
[47] dynamic site status project documents transportation planning PSO
[48] dynamic material’s demand project documents material supply chain stochastic programs
[46] dynamic material’s demand project documents transportation planning mathematic method
[49] dynamic site status unmanned aerial vehicle DCSLP LP

Dynamic material and temporary facility layout problem

[50] arrival/departure of material project records material inventory GA
[51] incoming/outgoing materials Predetermined material inventory GA
[31] arriving time, type, quantity of material GNSS and RFID material inventory GA
[52] material supply, yard availability imaging technology material inventory GA
[53] material supply and demand imaging technology, BIM material inventory EA

Other periodic updates for dynamics

[54] equipment failures project records equipment allocation PSO
[55] drop, rise of water level project records construction dewatering mathematic method
[56] dynamic construction process project documents schedule optimization GA
[58] evolving project constraints prescheduled construction Scheduling CP
[57] dynamic constraints project documents schedule optimization GA
[59] change of resource project documents schedule optimization mathematic method
[60] equipment productivity GPS-sensors equipment allocation GA
[10] location and status of equipment data sensor equipment allocation SBO

According to the periodic way and optimization topics, the article in periodic mode
can be subdivide into “Dynamic construction site layout planning problem (DCSLP)”,
“Dynamic material and temporary facility layout problem” and “Other periodic updates
for dynamics” three kinds. There is information that, 1 of the 16 DCSLP, 3 of the 5 facilities
or material layout research, 2 of 8 other research studies applied ICT technology to obtain
the required dynamic data. In DCSLP, even though ICT technology has shown great
advantages and value in obtaining dynamic data [49], few studies have applied it. Because
there is much time between two-stage intervals and the relevant engineering documents
are enough to offer necessary data. While the dynamic material and facility layout problem
requires more frequent information updates. Table 2 shows that the dynamic data used in
this kind of dynamic optimization are the material schedule, the occupation status of the
site, and the current construction progress. Some research used RFID and GNSS technology
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to obtain or estimate the arrival time of materials [31], imaging technology to identify the
occupation status of the site [52], GPS-sensors and laser scan for productivity analysis [60].
By using relevant ICT technologies, these studies can efficiently obtain a large amount
of real data and update the corresponding system status to influence the optimization
algorithm. Which makes dynamic optimization more practical during construction.

Moreover, many other ICT-related studies can provide dynamic data to periodic mode.
Through the recognition of workers’ action [61], construction equipment action [62], or
the monitoring of the hoisting status of the precast wall [63], the current construction
process can be determined. By extracting both temporal and spatial information of the
equipment from a long video, the current productivity can be analyzed [64,65]. Through
analyzing various types of 2D and 3D sensory data, the earthmoving equipment state can
be identified in [66]. The current site status can be identified by detecting the construction
workforce and equipment status in high definition video [67].

5. Uncertain Relationships

The uncertain relationships mode is used to optimize the problem with uncertain
relationships or logics, such as the dynamic connections between tasks and resources. In
the construction scheduling problem, DES is good at describing relationship dynamics that
Zhang and Li utilized to simulate dynamic resource allocation problems in construction
scheduling [68]. Similarly, Khodabandelu et al. developed agent-based modelling to
simulate the dynamic linkage between tasks, cranes, and supply locations [69].

In the site layout planning problem, Sonmez and Gurel used GA-based dynamic
selection of resource utilization to optimize planning and scheduling of large-scale con-
struction projects [70]. Xu et al. applied fuzzy logic to represent the closeness relationship
between temporary facilities [71]. As regards other problems, dynamic resource sharing is
also applied in the off-site construction process to realize the dynamic of the optimization
method [72]. Gu et al. integrate spatial block modelling and location meshing to simu-
late the uncertain routes and dynamic loading points to solve the construction-materials
stationary plant site-selection problem [73].

In the uncertain relationship mode, dynamics are realized through uncertain rela-
tionships of elements, such as dynamic resource sharing [68], dynamic loading points
of the material in [70]. Heuristic or meta-heuristic methods can be used to compare the
optimization results under different relationships to select the optimal relationship pattern
(resource allocation relationship, material drop relationship, etc.). This form of dynamic is
pre-determined (see Table 3) when the model is established, so it has little potential to use
the real data during construction continually.

Table 3. The dynamic data, data resource, optimization topic, and algorithm of uncertain relationships.

Article Dynamic Data Dynamic Data Resource Optimization Topic Algorithm

[68] dynamic linkage between tasks, cranes, and supply locations predetermined layout optimization PSO
[69] dynamics of resource sharing production data layout optimization metaheuristics
[70] uncertain routes and loading points predetermined material supply chain GA
[71] multiple duration/resource execution modes predetermined planning and scheduling GA
[72] fuzzy logic between facilities predetermined facilities planning GA
[73] dynamic resource allocation predetermined Project scheduling heuristic

6. Uncertain Parameter

The uncertain parameter is used to optimize the problem containing uncertain pa-
rameters like weather conditions, personnel efficiency and task duration, and so on. It can
be subdivided into the following kinds: probabilistic distribution, mathematic model and
fuzzy theory.
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6.1. Probabilistic Distribution

The most widely used uncertain parameter is the floating time of the task. This
technique can be traced back to earlier studies in job-shop scheduling. In stochastic project
scheduling problem, it is expressed as the probability distributions of task duration, like the
triangular distribution in [74], the random variables in [75]. In [76], by shifting non-critical
activities within their forward free float, forward, total float, and backward free float, the
schedule duration and resource allocation may be optimized. The uncertainties of module
delivery time and equipment breakdowns can be expressed as dynamic parameters as
well [77]. Similarly, Hassan et al. considered uncertainty in crew production rates [78].

Researchers also use agents to simulate the probability distribution of task duration
in DES so that the DES model can provide the simulation result to evaluate the possible
solutions [74]. Nadoushani et al. considered the ratio of idle to non-idle emission rates
of equipment in DES [79]. Wang et al. used the DES-GA hybrid method to simulate the
triangular distribution of processing time and optimize the on-time delivery of precast
components [80]. Cheng and Chang considered the dynamic factors of schedule changes,
material delays, storage location changes, and task floating time [81]. This means it includes
three dynamic ways in optimization: reacting to events, updating status periodically and
parameter (task) uncertainty.

6.2. Mathematic Model

Another way is to use the mathematical model to describe the dynamic change of
parameters. He et al. fit the relationship between duration and cost into a linear or nonlinear
function and applied it in the GA optimization algorithm [82]. In [83], a “maturity” model
is proposed to quantify the changes that affecting the task’s duration. Ke and Liu integrate
stochastic simulation with genetic algorithm to solve three types of stochastic models:
the expected cost model, the α-cost model, and the probability maximization model [84].
Roofigari-Esfahan and Razavi built uncertainties upon the new concept of space–time
float [85]. In [86], the uncertainty factors such as interest rates and prices are expressed
by establishing quality, cost and schedule function. Abuwarda and Hegazy considered
the uncertainty in geologic conditions as geologic parameters [58]. Zhou and Ma applied
dynamic weighting methods to describe the relationship between time, cost, quality and
resources [87]. Abotaleb et al. mimicked the “dynamic” geometries of site facilities for
modelling regular and irregular freeform shapes of site facilities in DCSLP (Figure 5) [88].
If a facility (object) is outside the site boundaries in any of the shapes, the constraint will
result in a penalty added to the objective function of the optimization algorithm. Huang
et al. improved the PSO by integrating niche technology and using dynamic inertia weight
in it [89].

Figure 5. The dynamic geometries of site facilities in dynamic construction site layout planning
of phase 1 (a) and phase 2 (b) (Blocks with a number are facilities, the darker block is building).
Reprinted with permission from [88]. Copyright 2021 Elsevier.
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6.3. Fuzzy Theory

The fuzzy theory can be used to describe uncertainty. In [90], the linear programming
is elaborated, allowing for the inputs in the form of fuzzy numbers for material supply
channels optimization. Bakry et al. use fuzzy set theory for modelling uncertainties and
then optimize the repetitive construction project schedule [91]. In [92], the uncertainties
associated with the crew productivity rate and quantity of work are expressed by fuzzy
set theory. In [93], fuzzy sets are used to consider the effects of time and cost uncertainties
on construction works. Pan proposed a fuzzy inference-based optimization mechanism to
better input the fuzzy number into the optimization algorithm [94].

The fuzzy theory also combines with periodic mode. Xu et al. used fuzzy variables
to express equipment failures in solving multistage construction equipment allocation
problems [95]. In [96], the interaction cost and the operating cost of facilities in DCSLPP are
regarded as fuzzy random variables, and similarly in [97]. Those research studies contain
both parameter uncertainty and periodic updating dynamics.

6.4. Conclusion and the Potential to Combine ICT

The summary of the uncertain parameter is shown in Table 4, displaying that eight
kinds of optimization algorithms show up in this mode, and the GA algorithm is still the
most widely used optimization method, then PSO algorithm. Uncertainty parameters are
mainly expressed in three ways: Probabilistic distribution, mathematical model and fuzzy
theory. Probabilistic distribution describes the various possible values and the probability
of the parameter in the future. While the mathematical model is more inclined to estimate
the future characteristics of the parameters, and it depends more on the accurate estimation
given in the early stage. The fuzzy theory allows the input of fuzzy parameters, which is
more suitable for situations where the characteristics of construction data are insufficient.

The uncertainty parameter established based on the probability distribution, math-
ematical model and fuzzy theory can take the dynamic factors into the optimization.
Although the dynamics in the parameter are a priori, the real on-site data can help revise
the probability distribution or mathematical model in the short-term future, making the
parameter dynamic optimization method more realistic. Examples of this can be found in
the dynamically adjusted mathematical model for real-time control of construction in [98],
the activity-level simulation with real-time construction data in [99], the task duration
updating by real-time data collected by built-in smartphone sensors in [100], and the
Dynamic Bayesian Network model for probabilistic assessment of tunnel construction per-
formance [101]. Moreover, historical data can also help to build a more accurate parameter
model. Gelisen and Griffis proposed an automated productivity-based schedule animation
that stochastically utilizes weekly trended construction labor productivity data [102]. Srour
et al. mined past data to select the most appropriate learning model of task duration [103].
Damnjanovic and Reinschmidt applied Bayesian methods for updating model parameters,
such as machine failures, based on new project-specific data [104]. Although these studies
are basically construction control and prediction and not optimization, they show the
great potential of combing optimization methods with ICT to constantly collect actual
construction data to update the uncertain parameters.

Table 4. The dynamic data, data resource, optimization topic, and algorithm of the uncertain parameter.

Dynamic Data Dynamic Data Resource Optimization Topic Algorithm

Probabilistic distribution

[77] material delay, equipment failures known distribution project scheduling robust optimization
[75] activity durations known distribution project scheduling EA
[76] activity durations known distribution project scheduling heuristic algorithm
[78] crew production rates known distribution project scheduling GA
[74] activity duration, weather condition randomly trigger project scheduling GA
[79] idle rates of equipment, activity duration known distribution concrete placing scheduling GA
[80] triangular distribution of activity durations known distribution project scheduling DES-GA hybrid
[81] task floating time known distribution material layout SOSA
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Table 4. Cont.

Dynamic Data Dynamic Data Resource Optimization Topic Algorithm

Mathematic model

[82] duration and cost predetermined project scheduling GA
[83] task duration predetermined project scheduling SBO
[84] cost–time function predetermined project scheduling GA
[85] space–time float predetermined optimize the duration LP
[86] quality, cost and schedule function predetermined schedule cost optimization GA
[87] weights between time, cost, quality and resources predetermined project Scheduling PSO
[88] geometries of facilities predetermined facilities layout GA
[89] resources uncertainties predetermined project Scheduling PSO

Fuzzy theory

[90] task duration, material supply predetermined material supply chain LP
[91] work quantities, crews’ productivities and costs predetermined project Scheduling GA
[92] crew productivity predetermined project Scheduling GA
[93] time and cost predetermined project Scheduling GA
[94] human bias and uncertainty predetermined resource-allocation SBO
[95] equipment failure rate predetermined project Scheduling DP-based GA
[96] interaction cost and operating cost of facilities predetermined project Scheduling PSO
[97] transportation cost of facilities predetermined project Scheduling DP-based PSO

7. Research Gap Identification

From the review of the four kinds of dynamic optimization, there are only six articles
from the periodic mode that applied ICT technology to obtain the required dynamic data.
Although the event mode is the most timely response to changes in construction status
compared to other modes, it lacks engineering practicality. It lays on the fact that events
in event mode are triggered randomly or according to a prepared event schedule while
ignores the detection and identification process of events. Moreover, the effect of event
duration is not considered, which significantly impacts the dynamic optimization results.
Discrete event simulation may solve this problem. The DES agent can refuse any new
tasks when a mechanical failure event occurred, but re-accepted the new tasks after the
event. In this way, the system status changed twice on one event, that event duration can
be considered.

The periodic mode is the most studied in the reviewed articles (29 of 72 articles are
periodic mode), and it responds more comprehensively to system state changes when com-
paring with other modes. Moreover, the periodic mode applied the most ICT technologies
that reflect its practicality in engineering. In the “Dynamic material and temporary facility
layout problem”, the time cost of status updating is greatly shortened with the assistance
of ICT technology, and the period can therefore be compressed to about one day (Chen, de
Soto and Adey). However, this mode still faces the problems of the difficulties in dealing
with construction state changes promptly and the huge computational burden brought by
periodic optimization.

The uncertain relationships mode tends to describe the system dynamics once and
for all in the early stages. Although it may be more in line with the initial state of the
system at the beginning, it is likely to deviate from the actual situation over time and
hard to adjust. This way, it has little potential to use the real data during construction
continually. The uncertain parameter mode is a priori that similar to the uncertain re-
lationships mode. However, the parameter is replaceable because real on-site data can
help revise the probability distribution or mathematical model in the short-term future,
making the parameter dynamic optimization method more realistic. The construction
control and prediction-related research studies have shown the great potential of combing
optimization methods with ICT to constantly collect actual construction data to update
the uncertain parameters. On the other hand, more engineering practices on uncertain
parameters updated by on-site data are needed.

Whether the optimization method can monitor and respond to the real-time event
or construction status is the key to whether it can be constantly and dynamically applied
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in engineering practice. Researchers have applied ICT to monitor and report various
construction events such as material delays (Liu, et al., 2020) and equipment failures (Cheng,
et al., 2017), collection of real data for probability distribution estimating (Spackova and
Straub 2013). Thus, the current dynamic optimization methods need to integrate with ICT
to respond to events and change system status, or to re-evaluate the dynamic parameters.
DES may help to realize this for the following reasons: DES’s agent can respond to the
event to change the state and return to the original state after the end of the event; the agent
provides an interface for dynamic data importation; the agent can express the uncertainty
of the parameter model or probability distribution. Moreover, BIM can be used to integrate
ICT, DES simulation model, and heuristic optimization.

8. Conclusions

This paper reviews 72 optimization methods that are applied dynamically during
construction. It summarizes four dynamic modes: event mode, periodic mode, relationship
dynamics and uncertain parameter. Through the entire reading of these dynamic optimiza-
tion studies, this paper analyzes the dynamic data of each research and their sources, and
the impact of dynamic data on optimization methods. Reviewing relevant ICT articles
based on the required dynamic data shows that different dynamic modes have different
potentials for applying ICT. The following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) Dynamic data of the event mode are mainly about the events that affect the encoding
status, constraints and results of fitness function of optimization algorithms. The
rescheduling (event-driven), adapt algorithm, and event accepted by agents are three
ways adopted to deal with events. However, their data sources are mainly from the
default event schedule and random triggering that lacking the application of real-time
events. So far, ICT can monitor and identify the events in real-time, which means that
they have the great potential to be combined with dynamic optimization.

(2) In the periodic mode, the optimization method is applied periodically with the system
status update. Research has proven the huge application value of ICT in DCSLP. As
for the dynamic material and facility layout problem, more ICT such as RFID, imaging
techniques are applied to identify the current status of the site, which makes dynamic
optimization have more practical significance in construction and reflects the great
application value of ICT technology in dynamic optimization.

(3) The uncertain relationship dynamics are pre-determined when the model is estab-
lished, so it is not easy to use the real data continually during construction. Uncertain
parameter brings dynamics into optimization by a probability distribution, fuzzy
theory and mathematic model. This form of dynamics is more forward-looking than
events and periodic mode. Although almost no ICT technology is used in this type of
optimization, the uncertain parameter can be updated during construction by using
real construction data in process control and prediction studies, etc., which shows the
great application potential of ICT in it.

The main contribution of this paper is to point out the ways of applied optimization
methods dynamically in the digital construction site for the future. When faced with
constant monitoring of real-time data, an optimization method can be dynamically applied
in at least three ways. The most mature dynamic method is to periodically update the
construction status and repeatedly invoke the optimization method. It is still necessary to
pay attention to the time-consuming problem when applying the optimization method peri-
odically, and some unchanged states can reduce the workload. The second mature method
is to apply the uncertain parameter predicated through actual data in the optimization
method, while there is still need a case to apply ICT technology in this type of optimization.
As for the event mode, although it has some difficulties in practical application, when there
are significant events that happen in the construction, it is the timeliest method to respond
to it. Thus, it is urgent to study how ICT can be applied in the event mode. Two problems
need to be solved: ICT could monitor and recognize the events, but how can the recognized
events be reported and affect the optimization system, and how does one take the event
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duration into account? This article concludes that the combination of DES, ICT and BIM
may solve these two problems.

By reading this article, relevant engineers or managers can learn at least three ways to
apply optimization methods continuously in construction and solve dynamic construction
problems, and by reading the combination degree of dynamic optimization methods and
ICT, they can understand which way is more suitable for practical engineering. It can also
encourage relevant researchers to combine the event mode and uncertain parameter mode
with ICT technology, as the event mode especially can provide an immediate response to
unexpected events.
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